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INTRODUCHON

The evolution of the crystallographic substructure in deformed aluminum single
crystals has been analyzed by measuring misorientations between subgrains using
convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED). The variation of the subgrain size is
mostly used in characterizing the evolution of a substructure during deformationl. This
gives some information about the stored energy in the material during the deformation
process. The stored energy not only depends on the subgrain size, but also on the
subboundary energy, which is a function of the misorientation. Some earlier work has
shown that the subboundary misorientation varies with the strain2,3. But the orientation
difference across the subboundary has not been the subject of extensive investigations,
because techniques capable of determining a sufficient number of misofientations with an
accuracy better than one degree in an acceptable amount of time were missing. Recent
developments in electron microscopic techniques overcome this problem and now provide
fast single orientation measurement techniques using Kikuchi patterns in transmission
(CBKP)4 or in reflection (EBSP)5.

The appearance of systematical changes in misorientation over long ranges is inves-
tigated here by determining misorientations between the orientations of the grains of
interest with respect to the orientation of one fixed grain. This requires a representation
of misorientations as a function of the spacing which is a six-dimensional problem.
Therefore new approaches for the analysis of long-range misorientations are developed,
such as a new way of making use of Rodrigues vectors and the definition of a misofienta-
don correlation index.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Single crystals of high purity aluminum with the orientations (112)[111] and
(001)[110] were channel die deformed to strains of 0.2 and 1.0 (for details see ref. 6). The
first orientation is known to be stable and the second one to be unstable with respect to
plane strain deformation. The substructure consists of small, elongated subgrains. The
subgrain size varied from 1.5 to 4.5 tm in the low deformed condition and from 0.15 to
2.5 grn in the high deformed one. For a more detailed discussion and for micrographs of
the microstructure see ref. 7.
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Single orientations of neighboring subgrains were determined in a TEM by the on-
line measurement of Kikuchi patterns obtained from CBED4. The TEM foils were
prepared from the longitudinal planes. Taking advantage of the fact that Kikuchi patterns
can be obtained until the limit of transmission in thin imen, the measurements were
done in thicker specimen areas in order to avoid the influence of a possible bending of the
TEM foil. Furthermore, the measurements were carried out with the highest possible
accuracy, so that the theoretical precision of 0.1 degree with respect to neighboring
crystal coordinate systems in the orientation determination was achieved. Orientations of
neighboring subgrains were measuwA over distances of 120 Ixm in the extension (ED) as
as well in the compression direction (CD). At the high strain level, this included ca. 240
orientations in CD and ca. 140 orientations in ED and for the lower strain level
100 (CD) / 70 fED) orientations.

DESCRIFFION OF LONG-RANGE MISORIENTATIONS

A misorientation is often described by the rotation axis/-angle, which transforms one
crystal coordinate system into another crystal coordinate system one around a common
rotation axis. For crystals with cubic symmetry, the misorientation between two grains
can be described by 24 such axis-angle pairs. Of these the one with the minimum misori-
entation angle alone has been used most frequently. The description of the corresponding
rotation axis requires a separate representation such as a pole figure. Alternatively, a com-
plete description of misorientations can be obtained using Rodrigues vectors8. The direc-
tion of the vector in the Rodrigues space characterizes the rotation axis and its length
characterizes the rotation angle. In order to link the misorientation space with the real
space, the origin of the Rodrigues space for each subsequent misorientation can be posi-
tioned at the real-space coordinates of the center of gravity of the corresponding (sub-)
grain or at the coordinates of the coordinates of the corresponding grain boundary. In this
way a description of the six-dimensional space (the misorientation space and the real
space) can be achieved9. To be more precise, the 3D orientation space is superimposed on
the 3D real space. Due to the orthotropic geometry of plane strain deformation, the
spatial coordinates of the individual orientation measurement conveniently can be chosen
to coincide with the three orthogonal sample axes. The Rodrigues vectors describing the
misorientation with respect to the orientation of a reference grain can be plotted along

Extension direction

Figure 1. Perspective representation ofmisorientations as Rodrigues vectors along a
specimen direction (stable orientation deformed to a strain ofO.2). X1, X2, X3 are the
coordinates ofthe Rodrigues space; X1 and the extension direction are parallel.
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one Slximen direction at those coordinates, where the corresponding subgrains / grain-
boundaries are situated in the microstructure. If the misorientation of each subgrain is
expressed with respect to a reference grain, long-range misorientations can be describexl
along a direction of interest.

For example, the misorientations with respect to a reference grain positioned at the
origin of the spatial axis are plotted in figure 1. The data are from the crystal with the
stable orientation deformed to a strain of 0.2. The rotation axis, corresponding to the
direction of the Rodrigues vector in space, as well as the rotation angle (length of the
Rodrigues vector) vary systematically along the extension direction of the deformed
crystal. For the sake of simplifying, the vectors should be regarded here only with respect
to the X3 direction. Beginning from +X3 the Rodrigues vectors rotate towards -X3 with
increasing distance and then, at a distance of 55 tm, the vectors start to rotate back
towards the initial position. This figure clearly shows that long-range misorientations are
present in the deformed material. A representation of misorientations only by the rotation
angles would not be sufficient.

The description of misorientations by Rodrigues vectors as given above strongly
depends on the choice of the reference grain/-orientation. As no grain and therefore no
orientation is predetermined in a microstructure, the choice of the reference grain is
arbitrary. While the Rodrigues space is very useful in visualizing long-range
misorientations, a deterministic solution for the described effects is neexted.

Misorientations can also be described by Euler angles. Misorientation distribution
functions (MODFs)10 are then obtained by applying the series expansion theory. In a
way similar to the texture index, which is used in characterizing orientation distribution
functions (ODFs), a Misorientation Correlation Index (MCI) can be defined l 1. This

index is then the summation of the appropriate indices I3tIxv of the series expansion:
1

1=0 I.t=l v=l
(1)

For a detailed explanation of the parameters in equation 1 as well as the application of
the series expansion method for misorientation distributions see ref. 10.

This expression will characterize the MODF of the nth neighboring subgrains, e.g.
the MODF of the next neighbors. The MCI can be obtained from MODF’s of (sub-)
grains which are 1st, 2nd, 3rd neighbors, and so on. Thus, each distribution is
characterized by one parameter. The variation of the MCI with (sub-) grain distances
links spatial coordinates and orientations in a substructure (see for example figure 2). The
boundary conditions of the MCI are fixed. At a subgrain distance of zero, which is the

grain itself, the MCI is completely defined by the symmetrically invariant functions T(v
at 91==92=0 and by the degree of the series expansion. Therefore, the MCI can be
normalized to one at this point. When no correlation can be expected, as at large subgrain
distances, the MODF is completely determined by the ODF. This so-called uncorrelated
MODF can be obtained by the convolution integral of the ODF10 under the assumption
that all orientations of a texture are randomly distributed in space. The correlation index
of the uncorrelated MODF is then the limiting value, which the MCI for large subgrain
distances should approach. So the MCI equals one for a high correlation and reaches zero
for the uncorrelated case.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the MCI for the crystal with the initial orientation (112)[111],
channel die deformed to a strain of 0.2. The MCI was determined for subgrain distances
up to 50 in increments of one in two specimen directions (ED/CD). The correlation
index for the random case was obtained from the convolution integral of the ODF.

The MCI along the extension direction shows evidence of a periodicity with a wave
length of 13 subgrains. This means that the correlation between grains which have a
spatial distance to each other of 13 subgrains actually becomes higher than many sub-
grains that are closer together. This periodicity of the MCI is not accompanieA by any
morphological periodicity (see figure la in ref. 7). The MCI is still rather high even at
50 subgrains away, suggesting a reasonably strong correlation at such a large distance.
However, along the compression direction, the periodicity is much less evident, and at a
distance of 50 subgrains, the MCI dccrsesto approach the limiting value determined
from the ODF.
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Figure 2 Misorientation Correlation Index as afunction ofnormalized subgrain distance

in a channel die deformed Al single Crystal ofthe orientation (112)[111 ] at a strain
of0.2. L-ODF is the correlation index obtainedfrom the convolution integral ofthe
ODF.

At the higher strain (e=l.0), the misorientation correlation index decreases rapidly
within a distance of approximately five to seven subgrains for both specimen directions.
The periodicity of the MCI cannot be resolved any further (figure 3). On the other hand
bands are now visible in the microstructure, which are aligned parallel to the traces of the
secondary slip system (figure lb in ref. 7). These bands show the same periodicity as the
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MCI had at a strain of 0.2. It appears that they have been triggered by the perturbations
present in the misorientations at e=0.2.

The unstable orientation does not reveal a distinct subgrain formation at the low
strain. Therefore, no misorientation patterns are developed in this condition. At high
strains, however, most crystals have rotated towards both variants of the stable
orientation. By this means transition bands are formed. It should be mentioned that in
transition bands no smooth orientation changes were observed between both final
orientations, and therefore no orientations according to a Dillamore-Katoh12 mechanism
were generated. The changes are rather abrupt with orientation differences in the range of
60 (see also ref. 7). The corresponding MCI (figure 4) shows in principel the same
pattern as occurred for the stable orientation. Again the MCI tends to decrease rapidly
within a distance of five to seven neighbors and then its curve flattens out.
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Figure 3 Misorientation Correlation
Index as afunction ofnormalized sub-
grain distance in an Al single crystal of
the initial orientation (112)[11-11,
channel die deformed to a strain of1.0

Figure 4. Misorientation Correlation
Index as afunction ofnormalized
subgrain distance in an Al single crystal
ofthe initial orientation (001)[1001,
channel die deformed to a strain of1.0

CONCLUSION

The application of the misofientafion correlation index to the evolution of long-range
misodentations in the analyzed single crystals has the following results:

The rapid decrease of the MCI in both crystals at a strain of 1.0 is in good agreement
with the analysis of Hjelen et al.7. These researchers used a different approach for
describing long-range misodentadons and used SEM techniques for the measurement of
individual orientations in studying accumulative misorientations in the same single
crystals as well as in polycrystalline aluminum. They showed that an accumulation of
misodentations exists on a local scale up to the fifth to seventh neighbor, which is in
excellent agreement with the f’mdings in this paper.

The local orientation and substructure evolution during deformation of a single
crystal with the initial orientation (112)[11 1] can be described as follows (Table 1). In an
ideal undeformed single crystal no substructure is initially present. With beginning
deformation, dislocations, which are scattered in the matrix chaotically, are generated. In
the next step, subgrains are formed in the microstructure. The cells are elongated parallel
to the primarily most active slip system. At the same time, the strains are accommodated
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by the development of orientational inhomogeneities manifested by the wavy pattern
observed in the long-range misorientations. After a further increase of the strain, these
orientational inhomogeneities are relaxed, forming a band structure which is extended in
the direction of the secondary most active slip system. Further increasing of the strain
will result in a substructure with subgrain boundaries aligned parallel to the deformation
direction.

We think that this local orientation and substructure evolution is not only
characteristic for the (112)[11 1 orientation;but it is in fact a general material behavior.

Table I Local orientation and substructure evolution during deformation ofan Al single
crystal with the initial orientation (112)[11-11

Stage of Orientation Substructure
deformation
No strain single crystal

1st stage primary slip

2 nd stage

3 rd stage

development of
orientational inhomogeneities

secondary slip
orientational inhomogeneities

scattered dislocations

subgrain formation
[cells elongated parallel
to primary slip traces]

band formation
[parallel to secondary slip
traces]
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